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Abstract: 
This document defines means to integrate multiple types of one-time password token-
based authentication methods with Web Services Security, as defined in the OASIS 
“Web Services Security: SOAP Message Security 1.0” specification [WS-Security].  Many 
of the functions described within this document are similar and comparable to those 
defined in the OASIS “Web Services Security: UsernameToken Profile” [WS-
UsernameToken], but the approaches described here have been tailored to provide more 
comprehensive support for authenticator token capabilities.  

Status: 
A predecessor version of this document [RSAS05a] was published by RSA 
Security Inc. within the One-Time Password Specifications (OTPS) series, to define 
an interoperable means to use token-based one-time password authentication 
within a web service framework. This document is being submitted by RSA 
Security as an input document to the OASIS Web Services Security (WSS) 
Technical Committee (TC) in order to support work on an OTP profile within that 
TC.  RSA Security provides this submission in accordance with the provisions of 
the OASIS Legacy Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Policy.   
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This document defines means to use authenticator token devices within the context of Web 
Services Security: SOAP Message Security (WSS:SMS).  It defines an <otps-wst:OTPToken> 
element, which may be included as a custom security token within a Web Services Security 
message in order to authenticate the message’s originator.   
 
The profile defined in this document is intended to support use of authenticator token devices in 
three basic modes, or combinations thereof: 

• Time-based mode, in which the token device generates a result value as a function of an 
internal clock and other internal data, without external inputs.  This corresponds to the 
usage mode traditionally associated with hand-held RSA SecurID® authenticator token 
devices. 

• Counter mode, in which the token device generates a result value as a function of an 
internal counter and other internal data, without external inputs. 

• Challenge-response mode, in which the token device generates its result as a function of 
an input challenge value as well as data maintained internal to the device.  In the context 
of this profile, challenge data may either be generated locally at the client system with 
which the authenticator device is used or may be received from the verifier system using 
a mechanism that is out-of-band relative to the protocol that this document defines. In 
either case, the challenge data is forwarded to the verifier system along with the result 
value obtained from the token.  
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2.1 Terminology 
The key words “MUST”, “RECOMMENDED”, and “MAY”, in this document are, when represented 
in upper case, to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119]. 
Common security terms are used as defined in the Internet Security Glossary [RFC2828].  

2.2 Namespaces 
This document uses the following namespaces: 

Prefix Namespace 

otps-wst http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-wst#

xs http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

wsu http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd

 75 
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3.1 Contents and Processing 
We define the <otps-wst:OTPToken> as a means to carry from a client to a validating server 
a set of data items that the server can process to validate an authentication based on a token 
device.  The set of items that occur in a particular OTPToken will depend on the OTP method and 
profile being used, and on the characteristics of the specific authentication to be processed. 
OTPToken elements include:  

• An optional <otps-wst:TokTimestamp> value, providing a timestamp value that is 
passed to the token device or obtained from it. For time-based token algorithms, this 
element can be used to carry the time value that is used in the OTP generation process. 
This element is not intended to convey the time(s) at which the <otps-wst:OTPToken> 
object is formatted or transmitted, should these differ from the time used in OTP 
generation. As such, it is not intended for use as a message-level replay detection facility, 
though may be used to detect replay at the OTP processing layer.  Its optional TSApprox 
attribute can carry a Boolean value indicating (if true) that the timestamp is approximate, 
in that it may not exactly match the value used in the OTP computation though should be 
close to it; verifiers receiving a timestamp so indicated may wish to perform trials with a 
range of values close to the timestamp provided.  

• An optional <otps-wst:TokNonce> value, providing a nonce value to the token device. 
For challenge-based token algorithms, this element can carry a challenge value (whether 
obtained from a verifier or generated locally at a client) used as input to OTP processing. 
For time-based token algorithms, the element can be used to ensure generation of 
unique results even when multiple authentications are performed within the time quantum 
of the <otps-wst:TokTimestamp> value.  Similarly to <otps-
wst:TokTimestamp>, it is intended to reflect a value used and managed at the OTP 
processing layer rather than for message-level processing purposes; it is not intended for 
use as a message-level replay detection facility though may be used to detect replay at 
the OTP processing layer.   

• An optional <otps-wst:TokCounter> value, For counter-based token algorithms, this 
element can carry the counter value used in the OTP generation process. The counter 
value is a non-negative integer.  

• An optional <otps-wst:TokState> value, carrying additional state information 
transferred from the token device to the validating server in order to support validation of 
the <otps-wst:OTPToken>. 

• An optional PIN value <otps-wst:TokPIN> provided by the token device’s user to be 
transferred to the validating server. Note that two types of PINs may be relevant for 
various types of token devices: a PIN obtained and processed locally within the token 
device in order to unlock it, and a PIN that is transferred along with an OTP value to a 
server in order to perform or validate an authentication.  The <otps-wst:TokPIN> is 
intended for use with the second type of PIN, not the first.  

• An optional <otps-wst:ServID> indicator, providing the token device with a character 
string identifier of the service with which the token’s result is to be used.  

• The result <otps-wst:OTP> being transferred to the validating server in order to 
perform OTP-based authentication. Certain OTP methods may include a user PIN as part 
of the <otps-wst:OTP>, additionally or alternatively to inclusion in the <otps-
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wst:TokPIN> element; in these cases, PIN characters must be distinguished from other 
values within the <otps-wst:OTP> through means outside the scope of this 
specification.   

The <otps-wst:OTPToken> can carry the following attributes: 

• The TokQual attribute group allows a TokUser attribute (representing the claimed identity 
of a token device user) and/or a KeyID attribute (identifying the key used for OTP 
generation) to be provided.  While each of these attributes is individually optional at the 
syntactic level, at least one must be present in order to comprise a semantically valid 
<otps-wst:OTPToken> object.  As noted in [RSAS05], Sec. 3.8.5, key identifiers are 
expected to be globally unique.  As one means to satisfy this requirement, that document 
suggests that the combination of an issuer’s name and an issuer-specific unique serial 
number be hashed in order to produce a unique value with high probability. 

• A wsu:Id attribute allows an identifier to be associated with a particular instance of an 
<otps-wst:OTPToken>.  

• The TokAlg attribute provides a URI that identifies the type of cryptographic processing 
performed by the token device, and that qualifies interpretation and use of elements and 
attributes within the <otps-wst:OTPToken>.  Values initially defined within this 
document distinguish the original RSA SecurID ALGOR (#SecurID-ALGOR) algorithm 
from the newer RSA SecurID AES algorithm (#SecurID-AES).  (These URI fragments are 
relative to this specification’s base URI, defined as “otps-wst” in Section 2.2 of this 
document.)  Additional values may be defined in later versions of this document, or in 
other specifications. This attribute has no default value. The attribute must be included, 
and must specify a value, except in environments where the corresponding URI can 
otherwise be determined without ambiguity.  In many cases, verifiers will be able to make 
such a determination based on the contents of TokUser and/or KeyID attributes.  

• The TokOTPTransform attribute identifies a preprocessing algorithm that is applied to the 
OTP value as generated by the token device before inclusion in the <otps-wst:OTP>; if 
omitted, no preprocessing is performed. As one example of usage for this attribute, it 
could be used to specify that base64 encoding has been applied to represent an OTP 
value emitted as binary data by a connected token device.  

 
It is RECOMMENDED that an <otps-wst:OTPToken> be encrypted in transit, to prevent 
possible interception and use of its <otps-wst:OTP> by unauthorized intermediaries. In addition 
to OTP values themselves, which may be subject to interception and unauthorized use 
(particularly if delivery of the original OTPToken to its verifier can be suppressed by an attacker), 
an <otps-wst:OTPToken> may also carry other sensitive data such as a PIN. Depending on 
operational context, an <otps-wst:OTPToken> may be encrypted at the XML layer or within a 
lower-layer encapsulation such as SSL or TLS.  
If no <otps-wst:TokTimestamp> is provided, and a time-based token algorithm is in use, use 
of a time-based value derived within the token device is assumed.  When a <otps-
wst:TokTimestamp> is provided, senders MAY also provide a <otps-wst:TokNonce> and 
MUST ensure that the combination of <otps-wst:TokTimestamp> and <otps-
wst:TokNonce> (if provided) is unique each time that generation of a <otps-wst:OTP> is 
requested. The <otps-wst:TokTimestamp> and <otps-wst:TokNonce> elements may 
either be generated at the client system or may be obtained from a verifier through means 
unspecified within this specification; when verifier-provided elements are employed, clients MAY 
satisfy the uniqueness obligation by relying on their associated verifiers to provide unique values 
for each instance.  
In all cases, additional data items may also be maintained within the token device and may be 
incorporated in the overall cryptographic constructions that it implements.  
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171 A concrete example of an <otps-wst:OTPToken> is as follows: 

<otps-wst:OTPToken wsu:Id=”AnExampleOTPToken” 172 
TokAlg=”http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-173 
wst#SecurID-AES” TokUser=”J. Sample User”> 174 

<otps-wst:TokTimestamp>2005-01-09T20:25:42Z</otps-wst:TokTimestamp> 175 
<otps-wst:TokNonce>NIua4LqKeq3ciFzEv/MbZhA=</otps-wst:TokNonce> 176 
<otps-wst:TokPIN>876123</otps-wst:TokPIN> 177 
<otps-wst:OTP>142857</otps-wst:OTP> 178 

</otps-wst:OTPToken> 179 

180 
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3.2 Exception Cases 
No SOAP fault should be returned to a requester when an <otps-wst:OTPToken> is 
successfully validated. When an <otps-wst:OTPToken> cannot be successfully validated, but 
other aspects of SOAP processing have succeeded, a SOAP fault may be returned carrying a 
Fault/Code/Subcode/Value of wsse:FailedAuthentication.  
When wsse:FailedAuthentication is indicated, the verifier can indicate the need for the 
requester to provide a new PIN by also including a Fault/Detail entry of otps-wst:NeedNewPIN 
within the returned fault.  If such an entry is received, the requester should contact the verifier’s 
PIN change service, providing a new PIN. Following this transaction, it should then generate a 
new <otps-wst:OTPToken> and retry its Web Services Security request in an attempt to re-
authenticate. The PIN change service will be specified separately from this document. Within an 
otps-wst:NeedNewPIN entry, an information item MAY provide a URL for the verifier’s PIN 
change service; alternately, its location and access method can be determined through 
configuration data and/or metadata exchange. 
When token devices are operated in time-based or counter-based mode, it is possible for a 
verifier to recognize that a particular <otps-wst:OTP> lies within the acceptable window, but 
that it corresponds to a time or counter value far enough from the expected value that an 
additional token result must be obtained and verified before an authentication can be accepted.  
A verifier can indicate this contingency with wsse:FailedAuthentication in conjunction with 
a Fault/Detail entry of otps-wst:NextTokencode within the returned fault.  If such an entry is 
received, the requester should retry its Web Services Security request, providing the next result 
value obtained from the token device in the <otps-wst:OTP> element, and attempt to re-
authenticate. External orchestration facilities outside the scope of this specification must be used 
to recognize and process cases such as these, when an authentication request is related to and 
supplements a prior request.  
When token devices are operated in time-based mode, a verifier may recognize that the time 
value represented in a particular <otps-wst:OTPToken> lies outside the acceptable window. A 
verifier can indicate this contingency with wsse:FailedAuthentication in conjunction with a 
Fault/Detail entry of otps-wst:WrongTime within the returned fault. If such an entry is received, 
the requester should attempt to correct its clock setting before retrying its Web Services Security 
request.  
When token devices are operated in counter-based mode, a verifier may recognize that the 
counter value represented in a particular <otps-wst:OTPToken> lies outside the acceptable 
window. A verifier can indicate this contingency with wsse:FailedAuthentication in 
conjunction with a Fault/Detail entry of otps-wst:WrongCounter within the returned fault. If 
such an entry is received, the requester should attempt to correct its counter value before retrying 
its Web Services Security request. 
When verifiers provide challenges to be used as input to generation of an OTP value, it is 
possible that a requester will provide an <otps-wst:OTPToken> with an incorrect challenge.  A 
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verifier can indicate this contingency with wsse:FailedAuthentication in conjunction with a 
Fault/Detail entry of otps-wst:WrongChallenge within the returned fault. If such an entry is 
received, the requester should obtain a fresh challenge from the verifier and use the resulting 
OTP value to initiate a new request.  

3.3 Token Placement and Referencing 
When used in WSS:SMS environments, it is recommended in the interests of interoperability that 
any <otps-wst:OTPToken> be included as an immediate descendant of the enclosing 
<wsse:Security> header, without <wsse:Embedded> wrapping.  
 
The ValueType #OTPToken may be used to qualify references to an <otps-wst:OTPToken>. 
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Security considerations applicable to the use of an <otps-wst:OTPToken> are generally similar 
to those of other token types used with Web Services Security.  Encryption of the <otps-
wst:OTPToken> itself, or use of a cryptographically secure channel to protect its transport, is 
strongly recommended in order to avoid interception and misuse of the <otps-wst:OTP> within 
the <otps-wst:OTPToken>.   
 
When token devices are operated in challenge-response mode, it is necessary for the generators 
of <otps-wst:TokTimestamp> and <otps-wst:TokNonce> data to ensure that the 
combination of their values are unique each time a <otps-wst:OTP> is to be generated, so as 
not to inadvertently trigger verifier-side replay detection mechanisms.  
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This document defines the following identifiers for token device algorithms via URIs: 
• The URI 

 indicates the use of the SecurID-AES processing algorithm. 
http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-wst#SecurID-

AES
• The URI http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-wst#SecurID-

ALGOR indicates the use of the SecurID-ALGOR processing algorithm. 
The URI http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-wst#OTPToken 
provides a ValueType to qualify references to OTPTokens within enclosing XML documents. 
The following values are defined for use in SOAP fault/detail entries to report specific OTP-
related events, when provided in conjunction with an overall wsse:FailedAuthentication 
faultcode: 

• The URI http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-
wst#NeedNewPIN indicates that a new PIN must be provided before authentication can 
be completed. 

• The URI http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-
wst#NextTokencode indicates that a token device’s next OTP value must be provided 
before authentication can be completed. 

• The URI http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-
wst#WrongChallenge indicates that an unexpected challenge value was processed within 
an OTPToken and that a new challenge must be obtained and used to generate a new 
OTP value before authentication can be completed.  

• The URI http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-wst#WrongTime 
indicates that an inappropriate time value was processed within an OTPToken and that 
the clock must be corrected and used to generate a new OTP value before authentication 
can be completed.  

• The URI http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-
wst#WrongCounter indicates that an unexpected counter value was processed within an 
OTPToken and that the counter value must be corrected and used to generate a new 
OTP value before authentication can be completed. 
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6 Schema 273 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 274 
<!-- 275 
Copyright (c) RSA Security Inc. 2005. All rights reserved. 276 
--> 277 
 278 
<xs:schema 279 
targetNamespace="http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/0280 
9/otps-wst#" 281 
xmlns="http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/otps/schemas/2005/09/otps-282 
wst#" 283 
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 284 
xmlns:wsu="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-285 
wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd" 286 
elementFormDefault="qualified"  287 
attributeFormDefault="unqualified" 288 
version="1.0" 289 
id="OTPS-WSS-Token"> 290 
 291 
<xs:import namespace="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-292 
200401-wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd"  293 
 schemaLocation="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-294 
wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd"/> 295 
 296 
<xs:attributeGroup name="TokQual"> 297 
 <xs:attribute name="TokUser" type="xs:string" use="optional"/> 298 
 <xs:attribute name="KeyID" type="xs:base64Binary" use="optional"/> 299 
</xs:attributeGroup> 300 
 301 
<xs:complexType name="OTPToken"> 302 
 <xs:annotation> 303 
  <xs:documentation> 304 
Type definition for token-based authentication 305 
  </xs:documentation> 306 
 </xs:annotation> 307 
 <xs:sequence> 308 
  <xs:element name="TokTimestamp" minOccurs="0"> 309 
   <xs:complexType> 310 
    <xs:simpleContent> 311 
     <xs:extension base="xs:dateTime"> 312 
      <xs:attribute name="TSApprox" 313 
type="xs:boolean" use="optional"/> 314 
     </xs:extension> 315 
    </xs:simpleContent> 316 
   </xs:complexType> 317 
  </xs:element>  318 
  <xs:element name="TokNonce" type="xs:base64Binary" 319 
minOccurs="0"/> 320 
  <xs:element name="TokCounter" type="xs:nonNegativeInteger" 321 
minOccurs="0"/> 322 
  <xs:element name="TokState" type="xs:base64Binary" 323 
minOccurs="0"/> 324 
  <xs:element name="TokPIN" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/> 325 
  <xs:element name="ServID" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/> 326 
  <xs:element name="OTP" type="xs:string"/> 327 
  <xs:any minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 328 
 </xs:sequence> 329 
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 <xs:attributeGroup ref="TokQual"/> 330 
 <xs:attribute ref="wsu:Id" use="optional"/> 331 
 <xs:attribute name="TokAlg" type="xs:anyURI" use="optional"/> 332 
 <xs:attribute name="TokOTPTransform" type="xs:anyURI" 333 
use="optional"/> 334 
</xs:complexType> 335 
 336 
<xs:complexType name="NeedNewPIN"> 337 
 <xs:annotation> 338 
  <xs:documentation> 339 
Info f New PIN request, used or in SOAP fault's env:detail ##any 340 
  </xs:documentation> 341 
 </xs:annotation> 342 
 <xs:sequence> 343 
  <xs:element name="PINChgSvc" type="xs:anyURI" minOccurs="0"/> 344 
 </xs:sequence> 345 
</xs:complexType> 346 
 347 
</xs:schema> 348 

 349 
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